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I-D: draft-ietf-slim-multilangcontent-01
Recent comments and work

• new structure to the message:
  – 1 text/plain multilingual preface
  – 1 or more message/rfc822 or message/global language parts
  – 0 or 1 message/rfc822 or message/global language-independent part
Recent comments and work

• Security considerations added:
  – now mentions risk of lazy spam filters

• Submitted a new Internet Draft (draft-ietf-slim-multilangcontent-01):
  – contains 3 detailed examples of new format
  – includes updated Security Considerations
What's left to do?

• Final testing for legacy clients with message/rfc822 examples, volunteers and SLIM list.
• Update the Security Considerations section to add impersonation concerns.
• Involve multi-national large mail providers?
• All discussion will be within SLIM working group on the slim@ietf.org list